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sing the smoothness of bearing surfa·c es-that is, by filling up the minute depressions that always exist on such
surfaces. Ordinary graphite is apt to settle out of it.s
:tI.uid carrier, and causes trouble by accumulating in
bearings, algo by quenching the spark in oil engines .
. Deflocculated graphite, as discovered by Dr. Acheson,
has the useful property of remaining suspended in oil
or water for an indefinite period. In a bearing under a
pressure ot 70 lbs. pel: square inch, and lubricated 'lith
aqueous deflocculated graphite, a co-efficient of friction
of .01 was maintained over an extended trial. Its dis. coverer, experimenting with a Panhard car, claimed that
the addition of his graphite to the 'cylinder oil reduced'
the oil consumption from 1 gallon p er 200 miles to 1
gallon p er 750 miles.
Further experiments with this lubricant may be
looked forward to with interest, especially as it promises to assist in the solution of the most difficult 'of all
lubricating problems, the lubrication of the cylinders
of internal combustion engines.

Bibliography :(a ) L1£brication and Lubricants-Archbutt and Deeley.
(b ) Lubricating Oils, Fats . and Greases-Hurst.
(c ) Petroleum and its Pruducts-Sir Boverton Redwood.

Discussion,
A. W. TOURNAy-HINDE (in proposing a vote
of thanks to the lecturer) said: I feel sure that all of
us have listened with very much interest indeed to Mr.
McEwin's paper on lubrication. Lubrication, atthough
i,t is a subject to which every engineer has, necessarily,
to give attention, is probably one of the' most vexed and
most discussed subjects amongst us. So far '3.S my knowMR.
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ledge goes, there is no really good t ext-book published
on lubrication, that treats the matter from an engineer's
standpoint, or is, one may say, of material use to ,the engineer in his daily work, or practice,
I hope Mr.
McEwin vvill not mind my saying that his paper on
Lubrication seems to me to fall into the same category
as the t ext-books. All of us who~ have b en up alongside a hot bearing, where one had to keep the job running, have thought frequenly of what has been suggested in text-books, or what one has read, but the application of it at such times of stress never seems to have
any very effective r esult. No doubt, the general theory
of Lubrication is, of course, correct, but owing to the
impossibility of wor king with th e degree ' of mathematical accuracy n ecessary to provide the proper shaped film
of oil, or sometimes owing to having to ask the machine
to do more than it is intended to do, lubrication takes
on quite a different aspect.
I am inclined to think that Lubrication do es not necessarily depend entirely on oil, but, to some extent, also,
on the design of the bearing; hence, varying r esul ts may
be had with the same oil; that is possibly why certain
oils seem to suit certain jobs, although, theoretically, they
they should not do so.
Taking Table 1, which the author has inserted in his
paper, this gives various metals of which the bearing
and shaft may be compoRed, with the admissible working load per square inch, respectively. The particulars
given as to the admissible load under the conditions of
contact there stated, should be, I think, sU'b j ect to the
correction -that they ar e· only true at some defined speed.
With lower speeds the pressur e may be higher, and
with higher speeds the pressure may be lower. Take
the case of a large, heavy bearing, revolving, possibly,
six 01' s even r evolutions per minute; such as a bearing
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earrying a pair of heavy crushing rolls, used fo r crus~
lng ore or sugar; the pressure per ' square inch on the
b earing IS usually very much higher than that given -in
the Table. On the other hand, if you ' take weaving
spind-les, dynamo bearings , or turbine bearings, the converse is true, and the pressures p er square inch usually
Dlet with in practice are lower than shown in the Table
which tITe author gives in the paper.
. In connection with this table, the . author do es not
state what portion of the semi-circular half of_ the bearing is to be computed as the area upon which the pressure is presumed to act, an~ which is to b e taken into
consideration ~n determining the pressure p er square
Inch. It is obvious that it would vary considerably ac~ording to the circumferential l~ngth of the shell included. I should like to know if Mr. McEwin has any
data that would suggest whether one-third of the circumference, or two-fifths ,should be taken int o consideration in computing the area o'f the beaiing, as carrying the load. I remember a large heavy f an running
where the pressures on the ' bearing wer e w ell within
the limits ; the bearings were of anti-friction metal, viz.:
white metal-lead with a little tin and antimony-not a
zinc white metal; and considerable difficulty was experienced in keeping the bearings cool. . It was hardly a
question of ·alignment or poor fit, .because at every possible opportunity w e had we endeavoured to ease them ..
Ultimately the white
etal shells wer e r eplaced with
gun-metal ones, and they ran satisfactorily.
There is
no very obvious reason why the gun-metal bearing in
t his case should operat~ 'b etter than the other.
The next thing, which" arrest ed my
the reading of the paper, was Figure
the author shows 'on the left-hand side
a xle bearing; the direction or rotation

attention during
2: In Figure 2
of the figur e an
is such that the
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car-I take it to be the axle b earing of a truck, or rail,yay carriage-is moving towards the left of the diagram. Now, in the case of a railway carriage, the bearing
virtually pushes the axle along, ' and therefore the pressure between the axle , and the bearing would be greatest on the right-hand side of the diagram, but , yet the
oil wedge is shown with the widest side on the righthand side. It may be, ~w,ing to some conditions of
which I am unaware, that the axle would so, place itse~f
within the bearing, but I rather fan~y that the greater
space wou~d be on the left-hand side if the car w'ere
pushing the axle along.
The oil wedge would, probably be as shown in a self pl~opelled tramcar w4ere the
axle propels the car. I would like Mr. McEwin, if he
couIa, in his reply, to enlighten me a little more as to
whether
the condition shown
does take place in a vehicle
.
:
drawn after a locomotive, or some , other so'uI'ce of
traction.
The next note I have refers to Figure 4, which shows
the author's excellent suggestion to make the f aces of
the 'slippers, on the ·crosshead slightly angular, so as to
p ermit of an oil film. The suggestion seems to be quite
feasible, but the thickness of the oil film, as stated in
connection with the experiment made by the Westinghouse ' Co., is an infinitesimal portion of an inch-between .0019 and .00314 of, an inch~and it would hardly
be practicable to machine the slippers to this degree of
Possibly what takes place in an ordinary
accuracy.
bearing with slippers, -after the initial trouble of starting is got over, is that the slipper itself wears sufficiently
to p ermit of the angular deviation shown by the author,
and thus permits satisfactory lubrication to t ake place.
There is one matter in Table 2, "Specific Gravities of
Various Oils at 60° F.," to which I would like to refer.
I notice that the specific gravity of sperm oil is .882,
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and whale oil is .923. I do not quite know what is the .
difference between sp erm oil and whale oil. I thought
sperm oil came from the sperm whale- I am not quite
sure if the sp erm whale gives lighter oil than some other
whales; I think possibly that that may be an error in
the Table.
. I now come to the question of t esting of oils. In the
testing of oils most of us, at some time or another, who
have had to do with the buying of large quantit-i~s of
oil for plants, have been at some difficulty to know by
what means 'any particular t ender for oils should h e selected-whether it should . be a question of the plice, or
whether some other means of t estiug should be used
that would give a fair deal to the company conce:r:ned
in purchasing the oil, and to the men who had to use it.
Gen erally, all that seems to be done in most cases is to
ask the men using the oil if the last oil has been satisfactory, and to accept their word f~r it. . This can
hardly be' considered the 'proper way; at any rate it is
riot a scientific way. A r eference to t ext-books makes
the testing of oils appeal' to the average engineer as a
complex subject. The difficulty is further enhanced in
this way. The sum of money spent on oils in any concern in a year is not a large proportion of the total power
costs, which in themselves are generally only 5 per cent.
to 10 per cent. of the total working costs of a factory.
The cost of oil would represent half p er cBnt., or less,
and sometimes it has occurred to me whether it is really
worth worrying about, and yet the oil bill itself may
amount to p erhaps £100, or £200, a year, or more.
Of .
two companies with similar plants, one concern may be
able to get satisfactol'y oiling per year for £200, and
the other one for £300, and there should certainly be
some r eason for the difference.- In order to try and
get a way out of the difficulty, some two or three y ears
I
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ago, I started off by -attempting' to t est samples of ·oils
with a machine something ·like the one shown on the
sGreen this evening, and I at first, in my innocence, based
purchases upon the r esults of the machine. Curiously
enough, when the oils were put into use, the r esult appeared to be different from 'What those tests indicated
it should have been.
I came to the conclusion that
this method would not do. My n ext move was to look
up a lot of specifications of large compailies buying oils
-many being larg,e American and English railway companies, and other concerns-and I noticed that they syecified that the purchases were to be made subject t()
tests relating to viscosity, flash point, and sundry other
tests of the nature that M~. McEwin has referred to
somewhat fully in his paper. When I started to draw
up a specification for the purchase of oils on a similar
basis, I was immediately met with this trouble, that
nearly every oil firm used a different viscometer for t esting. While one man might say the viscosity should
be 560, another one will give a numerical figure of 8~O
for a precisely similar oil, simply because the viscometer for t esting was of a different nature. There are,
as Mr. McEwin has said, about a dozen different viscometers. Some are suppos·ed to -be the standard in
some countries-in England you will find half-a-dozen
differ ent viscometers in use.
To get over the trouble
seemed rather difficult, because one would have to accept the viscosity as given by the sellers of the oils, but
on thinking the matter over, it was evident that the
. viscosity simply amounts to t~is-it is merely a numerical method of stating the relative 'fluidity of the oil with
water, or some other known and easily available fluid.
In most cases rape oil is used as the standard, but even
rap e oil, if it is not absolutely pure, or su osing it was
slightly decomposed, h as a slightly different viscosity
to w hen it is pure. To get over that trouble we came
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back to ,water, and .we finally decided, after experimenting in the l aboratory; to specify our viscometer, which
was of very simpie form, ,a nd easily r epr oduced 'by anyone. The specification says:"The Viscosity is th e time r equired in seconds at
the specified temper.ature, to pass 50 c.. c. of oil
through a hole abOlJt 1-32 ~. in diamet er, in the
bottom of a vessel, the same vessel . and hole
passing 50 C.c. qf distilled water at 60° F . in 60
seconds. The head of water above ' the hole 'to
be Ii in.
'l'he approximate dimensions of the
. 'vessel to be not less than 3 in. diameter by 3 in.
high; "
Wheth:er ~he hole is . ex~ctly one-thirty-second of an inch,
or
, not, does not
. matt.er, s o long
. . as the hole will pass
50 C.c. of water in 60 seconds at 60° F. When testing'
oils at ~i:gher t emp er,a tures than 60° . F., ' the heat was
maintained by means of ..a small elect r ic lamp insert ed
in the oil to the r~quired d ep th.

I might say that the viscosity of miner al oils i13 v ery
frequently faked, esp ecially some of the cheap cylind~r
oils, wh ich are mad e to look like excellent ll,lbric?-nts,
put in which a quantity of paraffin is present.
They
feel very fat, gr easy. sort of lubricants to the touch ' at
at mospheric t emp eratures,but with a ver y slight rise
the p ar~dnn liquifies, and is then valueless as a lubricant. The only way ,to qetermine the pres.ence of p araffin, is to freeze the oil, when the paraffin will solidify
and show separately from the oil.
. Coming now to the flash t est, this is a v ery indeterminate sort of t est, unless it is very clearly specified
how the t est is to be carried out . . It' is possible to ·make
an oil flash over a fairly 'b ig range of t emperature, as
it depends very largely on the m ethod of heating,
the
size of the flam e; and the distance which the flame is
away fr<,>m the' surface of the warm oil it passes over.

.
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W e got over the. difficulty in this way, by specifying :" Flash point to be determined by open test. The
oil to be placed in a crucible and heated at a 'rate
not slower than 20 0 F. p er. minute, a:nd a lighted
taper passed over the oil approximately one inch
above the surface once .for every ~O o F. rise in
t emperature. "
;By that means we managed to get. fairly consistent r e.sults.
Ariother test which Mr. McEwin did not r efer to in
the printed paper; b~t which was shown in one of the
diagrams oli the screen, r elated to carbon r esidue-more
particularly i~ connect.i on w:ith t esting oils for motor
car cylinder s, than steam engines. With the use of
about 100 0 F. superheat in the cyl~nder, and the steam at
160 lbs. p er square inch, we found some oils used to
cause more wear in. the cylinders than others, and we
made an examination of the portions of the interior of
the cylinder beyond where the rings traverse. We foun,d
some black greasy material, which was slightly gritty
to the touch, and which, when washed in benzine and
dried and put under the microscope, appeared iil the
form of very fill black powder, and, on analysis, was
found to be carbon. Some cylinder oils showed a greater
deposit than others, and the conClusion was arrived at
that the carbon deposit and conseqnent wear of the
cylinder and rings, was due to the amount of carbon
that the various cylinder oils produced.
This decided us to attempt to determine by test, as
a precaution in buying it, the amount of residue that
the cylinder oil would produce, and tht" method was
this: We took t en grammes of oil, and placed it in a
glass beaker and raised it to a t emperature of 600 0 until
it all evaporated.
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After . the tell grammes had evaporated, the r esidue
in the bottom of the beaker-a sort of dirty-looking,
gul11my mass-was thoroughly shaken up, with about
.50 cubic centimetres' of · benzine of 80° F . flash point,
3 nd was poured through a· filt er paper into a vessel, and
a ny oil contained in the filter paper was washed out
-of ~he filter paper with additional benzine, and what ·
'r emained on the paper was . consider~d as carbon resiQue. ,O ut of 10 grammes of some of the common cylinder oiJs, it was possible ·to get about a level teaspoonful of fine, hard, black crystals like glass. , The per centage of carbon was thus determined. rf we found, when
:carrying out this test, that the 10 . grammes of oil evaporated in less ' than 1V2 hours, we never went further,
'Simply because an oil which evaporated so rapidly usually form ed a large proportion of carbon residue, anQ.
1t was not worth consideration.
Some high-class oils
would r equire a p eriod of 8 hours or more to evaporate,
and show hardly any carbon residue. I mention this to
s how the great ' difference there is in the quality of cylinder
-oils. Tests such as those described, while not claiming the
:scientific accuracy usually found in oil testing laboratories,
.are of very considerable value in determining which oils ~o
select for use. To provide for working ests of the oil, we
furth er specified that the tender would only be accepted
·provisi.onally, until we had obtained three months' results
·of the oils under running conditioIl,S.
I notice that Mr. McEwin said that in small factories
testing was out of the question, and that the only method
is to place one's self in the hands of the oil makers. No
·doubt that is a very . satisfactory way, if the firm be a
high -class one. •
T.here is one oil which Mr. McEwin dismisses with a very
brief r efer ence, and th~t,is QJll: ,old friend castor oiL Under
-certain conditions, castor oil seems to do ;What very few oils

.
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are capable of doing. P ersonally, I think that castor oil,
b eing a vegetable oil, and subject to decomposition, is not a
suitable lubricant for most purposes ; but no doubt, under
certain circumstances, castor oil seems to have a lubricating property that is not possessed by many other oils.
The same thing may be said ,of very fine sperm oil, although
the price. is too high to use for ordinary lubricating purposes. Higher class sperm oil, thoroughly freed from acid
by the zinc process, will r emain fluid when exposed to the
air for at least two or three years.
I do not think I have anything furth er to say. I am
afraid I have taken up a good deal of time in my criticism
of M Mc.Ewin 's paper, perhap~ more than I ought to have
done. I am sure his excellent paper has been very interesting to all of us, as the, subject is one which deeply concerns
us as engineers. I know th,a t it has been very inter esting to
me.
I ther efore have pleasure in moving a very hearty vote
of thanks to Mr., McEwin for his paper.
MR. G. 'A . J ULIUS, in seconding the vote of thanks, said :
Mr. McEwin has given us an interesting summary of the
.conditions accompanying lubrication, and the use of lubricants, Which I think might very well be followed by a paper
on the abuse of lubricants, which is the general practice in
this country.
One has listened with considerable interest to Mr. Tourn ay-Hinde's experience in testing oil, and it seems that this
specification comes down to this : H e specified particular oil
t ests. H e does not think they are any good, and falls back
upon a practical t est, in the end, as being the only thing
t hat can give him t he truth.
MR. TOURNAy-HINDE: Not quite that '!
MR. G. A. J ULIUS : I think I am right in saying that no
u ser of oil to t he extent of t ens- of thousands of pounds a
y ear would ever make contracts without having oils sub-

